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GaitMPL: Gait Recognition with
Memory-Augmented Progressive Learning
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Abstract—Gait recognition aims at identifying the pedestrians
at a long distance by their biometric gait patterns. It is inherently
challenging due to the various covariates and the properties of
silhouettes (textureless and colorless), which result in two kinds of
pair-wise hard samples: the same pedestrian could have distinct
silhouettes (intra-class diversity) and different pedestrians could
have similar silhouettes (inter-class similarity). In this work,
we propose to solve the hard sample issue with a Memory-
augmented Progressive Learning network (GaitMPL), including
Dynamic Reweighting Progressive Learning module (DRPL) and
Global Structure-Aligned Memory bank (GSAM). Specifically,
DRPL reduces the learning difficulty of hard samples by easy-to-
hard progressive learning. GSAM further augments DRPL with
a structure-aligned memory mechanism, which maintains and
models the feature distribution of each ID. Experiments on two
commonly used datasets, CASIA-B and OU-MVLP, demonstrate
the effectiveness of GaitMPL. On CASIA-B, we achieve the
state-of-the-art performance, i.e., 88.0% on the most challenging
condition (Clothing) and 93.3% on the average condition, which
outperforms the other methods by at least 3.8% and 1.4%,
respectively.

Index Terms—Gait recognition, Sample hardness modeling,
Progressive learning, Memory bank.

I. INTRODUCTION

Appearance-based gait recognition is one of the most
promising biometrics, which represents the walking pattern of
pedestrians and is extracted from silhouette sequences. Differ-
ent from other biometrics, gait can be recognized at a long
distance without the explicit cooperation of pedestrians. Thus,
gait recognition has drawn increasing research attention and
reveals great application potentials recently, such as security
checks [1], visual surveillance [2], and video retrieval [3].

The goal of appearance-based gait recognition is to learn the
effective gait pattern representation to distinguish silhouettes
of pedestrians with different IDs. Therefore, the representation
of gait patterns should be discriminative for different IDs
and compact for the same ID. However, gait recognition is
challenging in the following two aspects shown in Fig. 1(a).

First, the appearance of silhouettes are widely affected
by various covariates (e.g., walking speed [4], [5], carrying
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(a) The two types of hard samples. The sequences of the first
two rows show the intra-class diversity and the sequences of the
last two rows show the inter-class similarity. The diversity and
similarity of silhouettes incur intra-class hard positives and inter-
class hard negatives, correspondingly.
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(b) The illustration of the different granularities of visual clues
between easy/hard negatives. Easy negatives could be distinguished
by evident visual clues while hard negatives have to be distin-
guished by subtle visual clues, e.g., the arms. To highlight the
visual clues, they are marked with different colors.

Fig. 1. The illustration of two types of hard samples and the different
granularities of visual clues between easy/hard negatives.

conditions [6], and viewpoints [7]), which lead to large visual
differences in the silhouettes of the same ID, i.e., the high
intra-class diversity. Second, since the silhouettes have no
texture and color information, the silhouettes of different IDs
could be similar, especially for those under the same covariate
settings. This could lead to the high inter-class similarity
between the silhouettes of different IDs. These two points
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correspond to two types of pair-wise hard samples in gait
recognition: intra-class hard positives and inter-class hard
negatives. Specifically, the samples of the same ID under
different covariates are the intra-class hard positives, and the
samples of different IDs under the same covariate are the inter-
class hard negatives. And the samples of the remaining cases
can be regarded as easy samples.

To solve the hard sample issue, we first investigate the
influence of the hard samples on the learning process. In
this work, we argue that the main difficulty of learning
hard samples in gait recognition is the inconsistent learning
objective caused by the different granularities of visual clues
between easy/hard samples. As shown in Fig. 1(b), taking
the negatives of a specific anchor as an example, for easy
negatives, the network could easily distinguish them from the
evident and static visual clues like the body shape of silhou-
ettes in a certain frame. However, the network has to capture
subtle dynamic motion visual clues from many frames of the
gait sequences to distinguish the hard negatives. These huge
differences (evident vs. subtle and static vs. dynamic) form
the inconsistent objective in the learning process. Besides, a
similar phenomenon occurs between easy positives and hard
positives.

With the above motivations, we propose a Memory-
augmented Progressive Learning network (GaitMPL) with two
modules: Dynamic Reweighting Progressive Learning (DRPL)
and Global Structure-Aligned Memory bank (GSAM). The
core idea of our method is to alleviate the inconsistency of the
learning objective caused by hard samples. Specifically, DRPL
treats the easy/hard samples separately and works in an easy-
to-hard progressive learning fashion, to achieve a more con-
sistent learning objective during training. Meanwhile, GSAM
is further proposed to augment DRPL from the perspective of
introducing the memory mechanism to better handle the hard
sample issue. Technically, we maintain and model the gait
features’ distribution of each ID in the memory. Then these
features are used in two ways: giving auxiliary supervision
signals to distinguish different IDs and constraining the fea-
ture variance to compact the representation of the same ID.
Besides, different from the conventional update mechanism
of the memory bank, i.e., only parts of elements in memory
are updated, we propose a structure-aligned update strategy to
maintain the reliability of features in GSAM during training.
This strategy preserves the global structure of all IDs’ features
by updating all the elements in memory simultaneously.

Finally, we test GaitMPL on two commonly used datasets,
i.e., CASIA-B [8] and OU-MVLP [9]. The results show
the effectiveness of GaitMPL on gait recognition. Besides,
it is worth mentioning that DRPL and GSAM are model-
agnostic and can be integrated into most deep gait recognition
methods to obtain considerable performance gain, with no
extra parameter/computation cost in the inference phase. The
main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

1) We propose a Dynamic Reweighting Progressive Learn-
ing module (DRPL) to alleviate the inconsistency of the learn-
ing objective caused by the hard samples in gait recognition,
which is achieved by reweighting the easy/hard samples in a
progressively easy-to-hard learning fashion.

2) We propose a Global Structure-Aligned Memory bank
(GSAM), which aims at introducing the global prior infor-
mation to improve the intra-class compactness and the inter-
class separability. This module maintains the centroid feature
of each ID and is updated in a novel structure-aligned strategy.

3) Extensive experimental results on two popular datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness and generalizability of GaitMPL.
The performance gain indicates that the hard sample issue in
gait recognition is mainly derived from the clothing condition.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Gait Recognition

Mainstream gait recognition works focus on utilizing spatial
and temporal feature representation to model the gait pattern.
Previous works can be mainly reviewed from the following
three perspectives: gait representation, network architecture,
and optimization objective.

1) Gait Representation: The representation of gait can be
mainly summarized into two parts: silhouette and skeleton.
Gait silhouettes are proven to be effective and convenient
to express clothing, speed, leg angles, cycle time, etc. [10]–
[16]. Skeleton body representation [17]–[20] can be collected
with depth-sensing cameras or calculated by pose estimation
methods. This representation is robust to appearance changes
but more sensitive to occlusion.

2) Network Architecture: Plenty of network architectures
for gait recognition have emerged these years. For example,
set-based methods [21], [22] regard gait as a set consisting
of independent frames to extract spatial-temporal informa-
tion more effectively. Temporal-based methods [23]–[36] uti-
lize different approaches to represent temporal information.
3DCNN-based methods [37]–[40] aim at extracting the spatial-
temporal features at the same time.

3) Optimization Objective: Most existing works adopt
Triplet loss [41], [42], which compares the anchor with the
positives and the negatives. Cross-Entropy loss [43], Arcface
loss [44], Center loss [45], Contrastive loss [46], and Euclidean
loss [47] are also the commonly used loss functions. In
addition to using a single loss function, there are plenty of
works that use hybrid loss functions. GLN [22] adopts the
Triplet loss and Cross-Entropy loss in the different training
stages. CapsNet [14] utilizes these two loss functions on its
different components of the network.

B. Progressive Learning

Existing progressive learning can mainly be divided into two
categories: curriculum learning [48] and hard example mining
(HEM) [49], which represent the “easier first” and the “harder
first” learning order, respectively.

Curriculum learning has been validated for its effectiveness
on several tasks. Zhang et al. [50] conduct curriculum learning
on the neural machine translation task to alleviate its expensive
training cost. Hacohen and Weinshall [51] apply curriculum
learning to image recognition and prove that curriculum learn-
ing effectively modifies the optimization landscape.

Hard example mining (HEM) [52]–[55] is also a popu-
lar progressive learning paradigm, whose learning order is
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Fig. 2. The overview of GaitMPL. Firstly, the feature extractor extracts the features of input silhouette sequences. Then these features are used to calculate
the distance matrix D. DRPL aims at generating hardness-based attention weight matrix A for samples and transforming D into the weighted distance matrix
D′. Meanwhile, GSAM introduces a memory mechanism to supervise the training process through logits calculated by the sample features and the memory
bank, which could augment progressive learning. In the inference time, only the original distance matrix D is used.

opposite to curriculum learning. The core of HEM is that
the HEM literature assumes the harder samples are more
informative [49]. Recent works focus on the losses on the
samples [49], [56], [57] or the gradient magnitude [58].

However, which learning paradigm is more suitable for gait
recognition? Chang et al. [59] point out an intuitive criterion:
curriculum learning is more suitable for challenging tasks with
widespread hard samples. Compared with other vision tasks, it
is more difficult to distinguish the differences in silhouette due
to the lack of color and texture, ie., there are a large proportion
of hard samples in gait recognition. Therefore, the “easier first”
learning order is more suitable for gait recognition. However,
the standard curriculum learning achieves its learning order
by explicitly controlling the sampling process, which needs
to modify the training process. Thus, to improve training
efficiency and simplify the training process, this work proposes
a batch-level progressive learning strategy, which can be
flexibly integrated into most of the existing methods.

C. Learning with Memory Bank
The memory bank mechanism becomes popular and has

been applied to many computer vision tasks. The memory
bank mechanism is first proposed by [60] to maintain the fea-
ture representation of instances, which avoids calculating the
features repeatedly. Several contrastive learning papers [60]–
[64] utilize memory bank to compute their loss, which needs
plenty of negative samples. For the image retrieval task, there
are various works on ReID [65]–[69], which use the memory
bank to maintain the feature’s scalability, discriminability, and
consistency. e.g., Ge et. al. [65] use a hybrid memory to encode
all available information from the source and target domain for
domain adaptive object ReID. Wang et. al. [69] leverage the
memory bank to boost the intra-camera learning performance.

And the memory bank is also usually used as an auxiliary
classifier to supervise the training process, to make the inter-
class samples more discriminative in the feature space [66]–

[68]. In this paper, we take advantage of the property of the
memory bank to augment the progressive learning process.
Furthermore, considering the feature shift caused by the con-
ventional update strategy, which only updates the IDs present
in the current batch, we design a structure-aligned strategy to
maintain the reliability of the features in the memory bank.

III. METHOD

In this section, firstly, we give an overview of the proposed
GaitMPL framework. Then, we elaborate its two compo-
nents: Dynamic Reweighting Progressive Learning (DRPL)
and Global Structure-Aligned Memory bank (GSAM) in Sec-
tions III-B and III-C, respectively. At last, we summarize the
whole training process of GaitMPL in Section III-D.

A. Overview

Given the silhouette sequences X ∈ R|B|×NT×H×W with
the ID labels Y ∈ R|B|, the goal of gait recognition is to learn
the effective gait pattern representation f . |B| is the batch size
and NT is the number of the frame of each sequence. H and
W are the height and width of the silhouette, respectively. A
common learning pipeline is to use a feature extractor F to
obtain the gait features f ∈ R|B|×Ndim with dimension Ndim

as follows:
fi = F (xi), s.t. xi ∈ X. (1)

Then the feature extractor is optimized by its objective
function. In this work, we propose a new learning pipeline
with two components, i.e., DRPL and GSAM. This pipeline
aims at addressing the intra-class and inter-class hard sample
issue, which is usually left out by the conventional pipelines.
Moreover, DRPL and GSAM are model-agnostic and can be
applied to various deep models. The overall illustration of our
pipeline is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. The illustration of the sample hardness. The harder samples are marked
with a darker color. For positive samples, the hard samples have a larger
feature distance with the anchor. For negative samples, the hard samples have
a smaller feature distance with the anchor.

B. Dynamic Reweighting Progressive Learning

As discussed in the introduction, gait recognition is chal-
lenging due to the various covariates and the properties of
silhouettes (textureless and colorless), which correspond to
two kinds of hard samples. And the different granularities
of visual clues between easy/hard samples result in incon-
sistent learning objective. To tackle this hard sample issue,
we propose the DRPL module. The core idea of DRPL is to
alleviate the inconsistent learning objective with an easy-to-
hard progressive learning strategy. Specifically, DRPL treats
the easy/hard samples separately through the control of the
attention weight distribution of samples. Further, considering
the subtle and dynamic visual clues of hard samples are
harder to learn than the evident and static visual clues of
easy samples, DRPL conducts progressive learning to pay
more attention to hard samples with the training going on.
By doing this, the learning objective is more consistent at
each training stage for gait recognition. To achieve easy-to-
hard progressive learning, DRPL has two parts: hardness-
based attention to identify the hard samples and a progressive
learning arrangement to determine the learning order.

1) Hardness-Based Attention: The key to progressive learn-
ing is how to define the hardness of samples. Considering that
the data in a batch is randomly selected from the whole data
distribution, we could directly measure the relative hardness of
samples based on the distance from other samples in the same
batch. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3, we model the relative
hardness of samples according to their feature distance from
the anchor xi. In general, the positives x ∈ S+

xi
with large

distance or negatives x ∈ S−xi
with small distance compared

with the anchor sample are regarded as the hard samples,
which should have large hardness values.

To associate the hardness of samples with the learning
process, we calculate the hardness-based attention weight
for each sample according to their relative hardness at the
batch level. Specifically, the calculation for this hardness-based
attention weights of the samples is defined as follows:

Wxi,x,t =

{
σ(exp (d(F (xi),F (x))

δt
)) if x ∈ S+

xi

σ(exp (−d(F (xi),F (x))
δt

)) otherwise,
(2)

where d(·, ·) is the function to calculate Euclidean distance
and σ(·) is the Softmax function to normalize the attention
weights among positives or negatives, which could measure
the relative hardness in the same batch. Notably, δt is a factor

t0 t1 tn

AnchorAnchorAnchor

···

···dist dist dist

Positive Set Positive Set Positive Set

Negative Set Negative Set Negative Setwgt. wgt. wgt.

wgt.wgt. wgt.

Fig. 4. The change of attention weight distribution on negatives (blue curve)
and positives (brown curve). With the progress of the training process, DRPL
makes the distribution of sample weights sharper progressively, which pays
growing attention to the hard samples.

to control the softness of the attention weight distribution.
In this way, the samples in the same batch could obtain
different attention weights according to their relative hardness
adaptively to achieve treating easy/hard samples separately.

2) Progressive Arrangement: With the hardness-based at-
tention calculation proposed in Eq. (2), we could arrange the
learning order flexibly. To accomplish progressive learning
from easy to hard during the training process, we design an
explicit method to control the attention weight distribution
of samples, aiming at paying growing attention to the hard
samples with the training going on. Specifically, we use the
dynamic progressive factor δt described in Eq. (2) to control
the learning process, which is formulated as follows:

δt = δmin +
1

2
(1 + cos(

t

2T
π)) · ϵ, (3)

where ϵ is a hyperparameter that corresponds to the change
speed of the progressive factor and δmin is another hy-
perparameter to ensure the numerical stability. Moreover, t
and T denote the current iteration and the total iterations,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 4, by reducing the progressive
factor δt, we make the attention weight distribution sharper
progressively. In this way, our pipeline establishes a batch-
level easy-to-hard progressive learning paradigm, which treats
the easy/hard samples separately and pays growing attention to
hard samples, to alleviate the issue of the inconsistent learning
objective.

3) Objective Function Construction: With the adaptive
attention weight distribution on samples, we revise the feature
distance as follows:

d′t(F (xi), F (x)) = Wxi,x,t · d(F (xi), F (x)). (4)

We design a flexible objective function by replacing the
distance of the conventional triplet loss with our weighted
feature distance in a batch-hard-like (BH-like) formulation:

LDRPL−BH =

P∑
i=1

K∑
a=1

[m+

positive︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

K

K∑
p=1

d′t(F (xi,a), F (xi,p))−

1

K(P − 1)

∑
j=1...P, j ̸=i,

n=1...K

d′t(F (xi,a), F (xj,n))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
negative

]+,

(5)
where P and K denote the number of IDs and sequences
for each ID in a batch, respectively. Besides, xi,a means the
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anchor sample of ID i, xi,p represents the positive sample of
ID i, and xj,n is the negative sample of ID j.

To ensure the smoothness of optimization, we build the
final DRPL loss using both the standard batch-all (BA) triplet
loss [41] and our batch-hard-like DRPL loss as follows:

LTriplet−BA =

P∑
i=1

K∑
a=1

K∑
p=1
p̸=a

P∑
j=1
j ̸=i

K∑
n=1

[m+ d(F (xi,a), F (xi,p))−

d(F (xi,a), F (xj,n))]+,
(6)

LDRPL = LTriplet−BA + stLDRPL−BH , (7)

where st is a smoothness factor related to the training iteration
t, which can improve the stability of batch-hard-like loss.
There are many alternative implementations, and we use a
sine style function. And the effect of the smoothness factor is
discussed in Section IV-D4.

C. Global Structure-Aligned Memory Bank

To augment the learning process of DRPL mentioned above,
we propose a GSAM module, which aims at using the global
prior information to supervise the training process through the
memory mechanism. Specifically, there are two functionalities
of GSAM. First, GSAM is adopted as an auxiliary classifier
to make the inter-class features more discriminative. Second,
GSAM also constrains the intra-class variance to make the
intra-class features more compact. Different from the com-
mon memory mechanism using the conventional momentum
update strategy, GSAM uses a structure-aligned update strat-
egy, which can preserve the global structure of the features
to maintain the reliability of features in GSAM. Moreover,
GSAM has a more compact representation for the elements
in memory and can reduce the parameter cost. In this part,
we introduce GSAM from three aspects: how to design the
elements in GSAM, how to update the elements in GSAM,
and how to supervise the training process with GSAM.

1) The Memory Elements of GSAM: The elements main-
tained in the memory bank are very important because the
global prior information should be discriminative for repre-
senting the IDs and comprehensively model the patterns of
pedestrians, which should cover all covariates information.
More importantly, due to the resource limit, it is infeasible
to maintain the features of gait silhouette sequences under all
covariates. Therefore, we propose to use the feature centroids
of each ID to represent the ID-level features, which are
formulated as:

M[i] =

∑
s∈Si

F (s)

Ns
, (8)

where the element of the ID i of GSAM M ∈ RNid×Ndim is
by calculating the centroid features of all the corresponding
sequences Si. Nid, Ndim, and Ns is the number of IDs,
the feature dimension, and the number of the sequences of
each ID, respectively. The features are all extracted by the
feature extractor F . Therefore, GSAM maintains robust ID-
level features by covering various covariates of the same ID.
The advantages of this representation lie in two aspects: i)

Structure-Aligned Strategy

IDs not in Batch
IDs in Batch

PU

AU

Update Direction
Feature Space

Alignment Direction

Fig. 5. The illustration of structure-aligned strategy in the feature space. i)
Only making the IDs Present in the current batch Updated (PU) could cause
the feature shift between the present IDs and the absent IDs in the feature
space; ii) Structure-Aligned strategy not only adopts the PU strategy but also
makes the IDs Absent in the current batch Updated (AU) towards the same
alignment direction, the relative structure of the feature space can be aligned
to maintain the reliability of features in GSAM.

it can cover the information of various covariates, therefore
it is robust to the cross-viewpoint or cross-walking-condition
cases; ii) it avoids the huge parameter cost by fusing plenty
of sequences into one representation.

2) The Update Strategy of GSAM: The update strategy
is crucial to the GSAM. Most previous methods [65]–[68]
follow the conventional momentum updating strategy, which
only makes the IDs Present in the current batch Updated
(PU). However, this strategy causes the feature shift between
the present IDs and absent IDs in the feature space. As
shown in Fig. 5, if only adopting the PU strategy, there is
an inevitable feature shift compared with the absent IDs in
the feature space. This phenomenon reduces the reliability of
global prior information in GSAM, which would confuse the
training process and cannot guide the architecture towards the
correct optimization direction.

To ensure the reliability of the features in GSAM, we
design a structure-aligned strategy to preserve the relative
structural position of the features during optimization, which
not only makes the IDs Present in the current batch Updated
(PU) but also makes the IDs Absent in the current batch
Updated (AU). And the effects of structure-aligned strategy
on the feature space are shown in Fig. 5. It maintains the
relative structural position of all IDs during training, making
the memory elements effectively in representing global prior
information. And this strategy can be formulated as follows:

M[i]t =


(1−α)
|B|

∑
b∈B,yb=i

F (b) + αM[i]t−1 if i ∈ yB

(1− β)( 1
|B|

∑
b∈B

F (b)−M[i]t−1) + βM[i]t−1 otherwise.

(9)
Eq. (9) shows the memory update strategy for the ID i. And

the label set yB is composed of the IDs present in the current
batch B under the iteration t. |B| is the batch size. For the
IDs present in the current batch, the corresponding elements
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in GSAM are updated under the momentum update strategy
with the parameter α. Meanwhile, for the IDs absent in the
current batch, the corresponding elements are updated towards
the alignment direction of averaged movement of the IDs in
the current batch with momentum β.

3) The Supervision under GSAM: In this part, we show how
to utilize GSAM during training. GSAM can be used as global
prior information to supervise the training process through
a typical Cross-Entropy loss. Besides, to further ensure the
compactness in the feature space, GSAM can also be used
to constrain the intra-class variance. The loss function that
corresponds to GSAM is defined as:

LGSAM = LCE(F (X)MT /τ, Y ) + (F (X)− F (X))2, (10)

where the operation betweem F (x) and M is matrix mul-
tiplication. τ denotes the temperature to balance the feature
distribution, and F (x) denotes the averaged feature along
batch dimension.

To emphasize, in the training phase, the parameter and
computation cost introduced by GSAM increases linearly with
the number of IDs. In the inference phase, GSAM is not
involved, thus it does not introduce any extra cost.

D. The Whole Training Process

Since the feature extractor is not reliable at the early training
stages, the memory elements at the early stages may be
unstable to represent the global prior information. Therefore,
the weight for LGSAM should be smaller at the early training
stages to stabilize the training process, which requires that the
fusion factor γt should be monotonically increasing with the
increase of training iterations. The total loss function of our
method is formulated as:

Ltotal = LDRPL + γtLGSAM , (11)

where γt = sin( πt
2T ) is a fusion factor and it focuses on

smoothing the training process. t is the current iteration and
T is the total iterations. And the optimization process of
GaitMPL is summarized in Alg. 1.

Algorithm 1: Training Process of GaitMPL
Input: Training data X = {x1, x2, ..., xN}, ID set I, feature extractor F ,

memory bank M, max iteration number T .
Output: Trained feature extractor F .

1 for i in I do
2 // Initialize memory bank
3 M[i]← 1

Ns

∑
b∈X,yb=i

F (b) ;

4 for iter = 1,..., T do
5 // Calculate the features f = (fi)|B| of samples in current batch B
6 fi ← F (xi) s.t. xi ∈ B;
7 Update M based on Eq. (9);
8 // Calculate the distance matrix D = (Dij)|B|×|B|
9 Dij ← d(fi, fj);

10 Reweight D into D′ based on Eq. (4);
11 Compute the LDRPL with D′ based on Eq. (7);
12 Compute the LGSAM with M based on Eq. (10);
13 Compute the LTotal based on Eq. (11);
14 Backpropagation and update feature extractor F ;

15 Return F ;

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets and Evaluation Protocols

1) CASIA-B [8]: This dataset is the most commonly used
dataset, which is composed of 124 IDs. Each ID contains
11 viewpoints uniformly distributed in [0◦, 180◦], and each
viewpoint contains 10 sequences, i.e., 6 NM (Normal), 2 BG
(with Bag), and 2 CL (Clothing). Thus, this dataset contains
124 × 11 × (6+2+2) = 13640 sequences. For dataset partition,
there are several mainstream protocols [70]. For justification,
our experiments use the popular protocol proposed by [71].
We take the first 74 IDs for training and the rest 50 IDs for
testing. For evaluation, in each ID, the first 4 sequences of
NM condition (NM #1-4) are regarded as the gallery, and the
remaining 6 sequences are regarded as the probe.

2) OU-MVLP [9]: This dataset is the largest public gait
dataset, which is composed of 10307 IDs (5153 IDs for
training and 5154 IDs for testing). Besides, all instances
are regarded as NM. Each ID has 14 viewpoints, which are
more diverse than the viewpoints in CASIA-B, and they are
uniformly distributed between [0◦, 90◦] and [180◦, 270◦] at
an interval of 15◦. For evaluation, the first sequence of each
ID is treated as the gallery while the rest is the probe.

B. Implementation Details

We adopt MT3D [37] and GaitGL [72] as the feature
extractor of GaitMPL(M) and GaitMPL(G), respectively. Since
DRPL and GSAM are model-agnostic to be applied to any
method, thus all network configuration of GaitMPL is the same
as the selected feature extractor, such as architecture, feature
dimension, resolution, optimizer, and batch size.

We adopt the same hyperparameters on all methods and
datasets. In DRPL, δmin is set to 0.1 and ϵ is set to 1.4. The
smoothness factor in Eq. (7) is adopted as st = sin( πt

2T ),
which is a function of the current iteration t and the total
iterations T . In GSAM, the memory bank size is set to 74
and 5153 on CASIA-B and OU-MVLP, respectively. The
temperature τ is set to 0.1 and the momentum α, β are both
set to 0.9. It’s worth mentioning that we reproduce the results
for GaitSet, GaitPart, and MT3D with the data augmentation
proposed in [73], which are slightly higher than their original
results [21], [23], [37].

C. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

1) CASIA-B: To verify the ability of GaitMPL under cross-
walking-condition and cross-view scenarios, the comparison
is conducted on CASIA-B. We compare the performance
of GaitMPL with several state-of-the-art methods, includ-
ing CNN-LB [74], GaitSet [21], GaitPart [23], GLN [22],
MT3D [37], DynamicGait [73], CSTL [75], 3DLocal [76],
and GaitGL [72]. All the results are averaged on the 11
gallery views and the identical views are excluded. As shown
in Table I, the accuracies of CL and the Mean condition (i.e.,
the average performance of NM, BG, CL) are remarkably
improved by at least 3.8% and 1.4%, respectively. And the
performance on NM and BG conditions is comparable with
the state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, as for the cross-
view cases, GaitMPL achieves almost comprehensively better
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TABLE I
THE AVERAGED RANK-1 ACCURACIES ON CASIA-B, IDENTICAL VIEWS ARE EXCLUDED. WE MARK THE METHODS REPRODUCED BY OURSELVES WITH †.

NOTABLY, GLN USES A HIGHER RESOLUTION OF 128× 88, WHILE THE RESOLUTION OF THE REST METHODS IS 64× 44.
GAITMPL ADOPTS MT3D AND GAITGL AS THE FEATURE EXTRACTOR OF GAITMPL(M) AND GAITMPL(G), RESPECTIVELY.

Gallery NM#1-4 0°-180°
Probe 0° 18° 36° 54° 72° 90° 108° 126° 144° 162° 180° Mean

CNN-LB 82.6 90.3 96.1 94.3 90.1 87.4 89.9 94.0 94.7 91.3 78.5 89.9
GaitSet † 86.7 97.1 98.4 96.0 94.0 91.8 95.0 96.8 97.4 96.5 86.0 94.2
GaitNet 91.2 92.0 90.5 95.6 86.9 92.6 93.5 96.0 90.9 88.8 89.0 91.6

GaitPart † 92.6 98.2 98.7 98.1 95.3 93.4 96.4 98.0 99.0 97.8 89.1 96.1
GLN 93.2 99.3 99.5 98.7 96.1 95.6 97.2 98.1 99.3 98.6 90.1 96.9

MT3D † 95.4 97.4 99.0 97.1 95.5 95.0 96.6 98.9 98.6 98.3 90.9 96.6
DynamicGait 90.6 97.9 98.5 97.6 93.9 89.7 94.4 98.1 97.8 96.2 87.9 94.8

3DLocal 96.0 99.0 99.5 98.9 97.1 94.2 96.3 99.0 98.8 98.5 95.2 97.5
CSTL 97.2 99.0 99.2 98.1 96.2 95.5 97.7 98.7 99.2 98.9 96.5 97.8

GaitGL 96.0 98.3 99.0 97.9 96.9 95.4 97.0 98.9 99.3 98.8 94.0 97.4
GaitMPL(M) 93.1 96.8 98.8 96.1 94.9 92.9 95.4 98.3 98.3 98.0 88.1 95.5

NM #5-6

GaitMPL(G) 97.2 98.3 99.5 98.3 96.5 95.2 97.2 98.5 99.1 98.5 93.8 97.5
CNN-LB 64.2 80.6 82.7 76.9 64.8 63.1 68.0 76.9 82.2 75.4 61.3 72.4
GaitSet † 81.0 90.6 94.5 92.8 87.3 82.2 85.9 90.9 92.8 92.4 79.5 88.2
GaitNet 83.0 87.8 88.3 93.3 82.6 74.8 89.5 91.0 86.1 81.2 85.6 85.7

GaitPart † 88.6 94.8 96.2 95.1 90.8 85.1 89.5 95.2 96.9 95.8 84.7 92.1
GLN 91.1 97.7 97.8 95.2 92.5 91.2 92.4 96.0 97.5 94.9 88.1 94.0

MT3D † 91.2 95.8 95.5 93.7 92.1 87.7 92.0 95.4 96.8 96.5 86.0 92.9
DynamicGait 84.0 91.8 94.8 92.7 85.7 82.1 86.7 91.7 94.4 91.9 81.3 88.8

3DLocal 92.9 95.9 97.8 96.2 93.0 87.8 92.7 96.3 97.9 98.0 88.5 94.3
CSTL 91.7 96.5 97.0 95.4 90.9 88.0 91.5 95.8 97.0 95.5 90.3 93.6

GaitGL 92.6 96.6 96.8 95.5 93.5 89.3 92.2 96.5 98.2 96.9 91.5 94.5

BG #1-2

GaitMPL(M) 89.1 94.6 96.1 94.1 93.5 88.7 91.9 95.7 98.0 95.3 84.3 92.9
GaitMPL(G) 92.3 96.8 95.8 95.4 93.8 89.5 92.5 95.8 98.4 97.1 91.8 94.5

CNN-LB 37.7 57.2 66.6 61.1 55.2 54.6 55.2 59.1 58.9 48.8 39.4 54.0
GaitSet † 59.9 77.7 83.2 78.2 73.8 68.7 69.4 75.7 75.4 73.7 54.3 71.8
GaitNet 42.1 58.2 65.1 70.7 68.0 70.6 65.3 69.4 51.5 50.1 36.6 58.9

GaitPart † 69.3 84.7 85.4 83.5 78.1 72.5 78.9 81.5 83.9 78.6 63.4 78.2
GLN 70.6 82.4 85.2 82.7 79.2 76.4 76.2 78.9 77.9 78.7 64.3 77.5

MT3D † 78.9 88.0 89.8 84.5 80.7 75.9 81.6 85.2 86.3 83.0 70.1 82.2
DynamicGait 75.9 87.5 90.6 85.3 81.5 76.5 81.1 86.5 85.5 82.1 66.8 81.8

3DLocal 78.2 90.2 92.0 87.1 83.0 76.8 83.1 86.6 86.8 84.1 70.9 83.7
CSTL 78.1 89.4 91.6 86.6 82.1 79.9 81.8 86.3 88.7 86.6 75.3 84.2

GaitGL 76.6 90.0 90.3 87.1 84.5 79.0 84.1 87.0 87.3 84.4 69.5 83.6
GaitMPL(M) 83.1 93.5 95.4 91.2 88.3 82.5 87.5 91.6 91.2 88.3 74.4 87.9

CL #1-2

GaitMPL(G) 83.8 85.5 96.3 93.0 89.8 83.2 87.3 92.3 91.4 88.7 76.7 88.0
CNN-LB 61.5 76.0 81.8 77.4 70.0 68.4 71.0 76.7 78.6 71.8 59.7 72.1
GaitSet † 75.9 88.5 92.0 89.0 85.0 80.9 83.4 87.8 88.5 87.5 73.3 84.7
GaitNet 72.1 79.3 81.3 86.5 79.2 79.3 82.8 85.5 76.2 73.4 70.4 78.7

GaitPart † 83.5 92.6 93.4 92.2 88.1 83.7 88.3 91.6 93.3 90.7 79.1 88.8
GLN 85.0 93.1 94.2 92.2 89.3 87.7 88.6 91.0 91.6 90.8 80.8 89.5

MT3D † 88.5 93.7 94.8 91.8 89.4 86.2 90.1 93.2 93.9 92.6 82.3 90.6
DynamicGait 83.5 92.4 94.6 91.8 87.0 82.8 87.4 92.1 92.6 90.1 78.7 88.5

3DLocal 89.0 95.0 96.4 94.1 91.0 86.3 90.7 94.0 94.5 93.5 84.9 91.8
CSTL 89.0 95.0 95.9 93.4 89.7 87.8 90.3 93.6 95.0 93.7 87.4 91.9

GaitGL 88.4 95.0 95.4 93.5 91.6 87.9 91.1 94.1 94.9 93.4 85.0 91.8
GaitMPL(M) 88.4 95.0 96.8 93.8 92.2 88.0 91.6 95.2 95.8 93.9 82.3 92.1

Mean

GaitMPL(G) 91.1 93.5 97.2 95.6 93.4 89.3 92.3 95.5 96.3 94.8 87.4 93.3

TABLE II
THE AVERAGED RANK-1 ACCURACIES ON OU-MVLP. IDENTICAL VIEWS

ARE EXCLUDED. GAITMPL ADOPTS MT3D AND GAITGL AS THE
FEATURE EXTRACTOR OF GAITMPL(M) AND GAITMPL(G),

RESPECTIVELY.

Probe Gallery All 14 Views

GaitSet GaitPart GLN MT3D GaitGL GaitMPL(M) GaitMPL(G)

0° 79.5 82.6 83.8 82.8 84.9 83.9 84.7
15° 87.9 88.9 90.0 89.1 90.2 90.1 91.3
30° 89.9 90.8 91.0 91.0 91.1 91.3 92.2
45° 90.2 91.0 91.2 91.3 91.5 91.5 92.4
60° 88.1 89.7 90.3 90.8 91.1 91.2 91.9
75° 88.7 89.9 90.0 89.3 90.8 90.6 91.3
90° 87.8 89.5 89.4 89.3 90.3 90.1 91.5
180° 81.7 85.2 85.3 85.5 88.5 85.3 86.1
195° 86.7 88.1 89.1 88.2 88.6 89.3 90.5
210° 89.0 90.0 90.5 89.8 90.3 90.7 91.3
225° 89.3 90.1 90.6 90.2 90.4 90.7 91.6
240° 87.2 89.0 89.6 88.7 89.6 90.7 91.5
255° 87.8 89.1 89.3 89.3 89.5 89.8 91.1
270° 86.2 88.2 88.5 88.4 88.8 88.9 90.0
Mean 87.1 88.7 89.2 88.8 89.7 89.6 90.6

performance on all viewpoints with the small resolution of
64 × 44. This huge performance improvement demonstrates
the necessity of tackling the two types of hard samples in
gait recognition. Besides, it also indicates that the easy-to-hard
progressive learning is mainly beneficial to the performance
on the most challenging condition (CL).

TABLE III
THE PERFORMANCE OF METHODS INTEGRATED WITH DRPL AND GSAM

ON CASIA-B, D AND G DENOTE DRPL AND GSAM, RESPECTIVELY.
“++” DENOTES THE METHODS THAT ARE EQUIPPED WITH DRPL AND

GSAM SIMULTANEOUSLY.

Method NM BG CL Mean
GaitSet 94.2 88.2 71.8 84.7
GaitSet + D 95.3 88.7 73.7 85.9
GaitSet + G 94.6 89.9 74.6 86.4
GaitSet++ 95.6 88.7 80.9 88.4
GaitPart 96.1 92.1 78.2 88.8
GaitPart + D 95.5 91.3 82.8 89.9
GaitPart + G 96.8 92.4 80.0 89.7
GaitPart++ 95.7 91.9 83.8 90.5
MT3D 96.6 93.0 82.2 90.6
MT3D + D 95.1 92.5 86.8 91.5
MT3D + G 97.2 92.9 83.9 91.3
MT3D++ 95.5 92.9 87.9 92.1
GLN 96.9 94.0 77.5 89.5
GLN + D 96.5 93.4 83.1 91.0
GLN + G 97.3 94.5 79.3 90.4
GLN++ 97.1 93.8 84.5 91.8
GaitGL 97.4 94.5 83.6 91.8
GaitGL + D 97.2 94.1 87.5 92.9
GaitGL + G 97.8 95.0 84.8 92.5
GaitGL++ 97.5 94.5 88.0 93.3

2) OU-MVLP: To verify the generalizability of GaitMPL
under the large-scale scenario, we also conduct the experi-
ments on the largest gait dataset, i.e., OU-MVLP. As shown
in Table II, GaitMPL outperforms the state-of-the-art methods
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TABLE IV
THE PERFORMANCE OF METHODS INTEGRATED WITH DRPL AND GSAM

ON OU-MVLP, WHICH ARE MARKED WITH “++”.

Probe Gallery All 14 Views

GaitSet GaitSet++ GaitPart GaitPart++ MT3D MT3D++ GLN GLN++
Mean 87.3 88.2 88.7 89.1 88.8 89.6 89.2 90.3

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR ATTENTION

WEIGHT CALCULATION IN DRPL.

Strategy NM BG CL Mean

Baseline 94.2 88.2 71.8 84.7
Thresholding 94.4 87.6 73.5 85.1
Dynamic Polynomial 94.4 88.1 74.8 85.7
Exponential 94.6 87.8 72.8 85.1
Ours 95.3 88.8 73.7 85.9

(e.g., GEINet [77], GaitSet, GaitPart, MT3D) by a consid-
erable margin on wide viewpoints, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of GaitMPL under the large-scale data scenario.

D. Ablation Experiments

In this part, firstly, we conduct experiments on several
different kinds of methods to validate the effectiveness and
generalizability of DRPL and GSAM. Secondly, we further
analyze the effects and the hyperparameters of proposed
modules based on GaitSet for its flexibility and simplicity.

1) The Effectiveness and Generalizability of DRPL and
GSAM: To verify the effectiveness and generalizability of
DRPL and GSAM, we integrate them into several different
kinds of state-of-the-art methods and test their performance
on CASIA-B and OU-MVLP, respectively.

As shown in Table III, with the help of DRPL, the per-
formance of state-of-the-art methods on CASIA-B is boosted
considerably, especially on the most challenging condition
(CL) and the average condition.

As we have stated in Section III-B, there is growing
attention on the hard samples during the training process. And
the performance gain indicates that the hard sample issue in
gait recognition is mainly derived from the clothing condition.
In other words, DRPL relatively pays more attention to the CL
condition compared with other conditions (e.g., NM and BG)
for better average accuracy. Therefore, the performance on NM
and BG may drop slightly for a trade-off. Furthermore, under
the guidance of GSAM, the performance of the methods is
improved by a considerable margin for all three conditions.

A similar conclusion can be drawn from Table IV on
the largest dataset OU-MVLP, where state-of-the-art methods
equipped with DRPL and GSAM (marked with “++”) also
achieve considerable performance gain on large-scale data
scenarios.

These results above show that GSAM and DRPL could
improve the performance by a considerable margin. More
importantly, both DRPL and GSAM are independent of any
network architecture, and they do not introduce extra cost at
the inference phase. They are of considerable effectiveness and
generalizability on mainstream state-of-the-art methods.

2) The Analysis of the Components in DRPL:

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFERENT OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS IN DRPL.

SF DENOTES THE SMOOTHNESS FACTOR.

Index Strategy NM BG CL Mean

① Vanilla BH 17.1 12.1 7.8 12.4
② DRPL-BH 91.1 83.6 67.5 81.1
③ Vanilla BH + BA (w/o SF) 93.5 86.5 71.9 83.9
④ DRPL-BH + BA (w/o SF) 94.8 87.4 72.4 84.9
⑤ Vanilla BH + BA (w/ SF) 93.6 86.5 72.1 84.0
⑥ DRPL-BH + BA (w/ SF) 95.9 88.8 73.7 85.9

TABLE VII
THE PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT MEMORY ELEMENTS IN GSAM.

Element NM BG CL Mean COST

Baseline 94.2 88.2 71.8 87.5 1×
Hardest 94.3 88.4 73.3 85.3 1×
Random 94.2 87.5 72.1 84.6 1×
Multi-Seqs 94.4 89.3 73.2 85.6 8×
Ours 94.6 89.9 74.6 86.4 1×

a) The Calculation of Attention Weight in DRPL: Except
for the dynamic exponential calculation for hardness metric
adopted in Eq. (2), the calculation of weight distribution has
plenty of implementations with different strategies [78]. To
explore the effects of the calculation approaches for gait recog-
nition, we compare our proposed dynamic exponential calcula-
tion with the following several commonly used approaches: i)
Thresholding: filter out the samples under the specific thresh-
old and associate the rest samples with normalized attention
weights by Softmax; ii) Dynamic Polynomial: calculate the
weights in a polynomial fashion like σ(d(F (xi), F (x))δt); iii)
Exponential: a static case that δt ≡ 1 in Eq. (2), e.g., the
positive weights are calculated by σ(exp (d(F (xi), F (x)))).
As shown in Table V, all these alternative approaches improve
the performance effectively compared with the baseline model,
showing the effectiveness of the easy-to-hard progressive
learning paradigm. Besides, the dynamic exponential calcu-
lation strategy obtains the best performance, which is applied
in our DRPL module.

b) The Selection of Objective Function in DRPL: Hard
sample mining through batch-hard-like loss inevitably intro-
duces instability in the training process. The smoothness factor
is proposed to stabilize the training using DRPL-BH and BA
triplet loss. To show the effectiveness and stability of loss
function described in Eq. (7), we conduct experiments with
the combination of vanilla batch-hard triplet loss, batch-all
triplet loss, LDRPL−BH and, the smoothness factor.

The results in Table VI indicate that: i) ①②, ③④ and ⑤⑥
indicate DRPL-BH is more stable than vanilla BH, which
implies that DRPL-BH is easier to smooth. ii) ①③ and
②④ shows BA loss could stabilize the training process, but
equal weight fusion only improves 0.2% compared to BA.
Thus, it is necessary to progressively increase the influence of
unstable hard sample mining. iii) ③⑤ and ④⑥ imply that the
smoothness factor is compatible with DRPL-BH and hardly
enhances vanilla BH, which needs a more complex smoothness
operation. The reason may lie in that vanilla BH only selects
the easiest and hardest sample pair, which would confuse
the training due to the randomness and instability. DRPL-BH
integrates all reweighted samples’ information, which could
be stabilized by easier operation (i.e., a simple function).
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TABLE VIII
THE PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT UPDATE STRATEGIES FOR MEMORY

BANK.

Method NM BG CL Mean

Baseline 94.2 88.2 71.8 84.7
No update 93.1 87.8 70.7 83.9

Hard update 94.1 88.7 72.5 85.1
Momentum update (PU) 94.4 88.2 73.8 85.5

GSAM (PU+AU) 94.6 89.9 74.6 86.4
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Fig. 6. The effect of temperature τ in GSAM. The best performance is
achieved when τ = 0.1.

3) The Analysis of the Components in GSAM:
a) The Implementation of Memory Elements in GSAM:

To demonstrate the effectiveness and compactness of the
proposed centroid memory elements, we conduct several ex-
periments under different cases: i) GaitSet without memory
mechanism (Baseline); ii) using the hardest sample of each
ID as memory elements (termed as Hardest); iii) using a
random sample of each ID as the memory elements (termed
as Random); iv) using 8 random samples of each ID as the
memory elements (termed as Multi-Seqs); v) our proposed
centroid representation. As shown in Table VII, memory
elements using the proposed centroid representation are more
efficient. It could maintain only one feature for each ID while
obtaining better performance than other methods that maintain
multiple features.

b) Different Update Strategy of GSAM: As shown in Ta-
ble VIII, the results indicate that i) If not updating the memory,
the model would be trained with outdated features, resulting
in performance degradation. ii) As MoCo [61] points out that
representations’ consistency is very important, the momentum
update strategy is better than hard update (directly replace).
iii) The update strategy of GSAM (PU+AU) outperforms the
vanilla momentum update strategy (PU) alone, which indicates
structure-aligned strategy (AU) can effectively reduce the
feature shift caused by asynchronous updates of the features
in the memory bank.

c) The Selection of Temperature τ : The temperature τ
in GSAM is an important hyperparameter to balance the fea-
ture distribution. Though the features are normalized, several
works [68], [79]–[81] show the significance of this hyper-
parameter. And Fig. 6 shows the effects of temperature τ
in Eq. (10) and it achieves the best performance when τ = 0.1.
On the whole, small τ makes the probability distribution
closer to one-hot distribution and enlarges the discrepancy
between items, which is more discriminative and obtains better
performance. However, if τ is too small, it makes the training
process unstable to the noise and damages the performance

TABLE IX
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT FUSION FACTORS

BETWEEN DRPL AND GSAM.

Strategy NM BG CL Mean

Baseline 94.2 88.2 71.8 84.7
Equal weights 95.1 88.4 79.2 87.6
Multi Steps 95.2 88.3 80.1 87.9
Logarithmic 95.5 88.5 80.5 88.2
Exponential 95.5 88.1 80.6 88.1
Polynomial 95.3 88.6 79.5 87.8
Sine 95.6 88.7 80.9 88.4

due to the numerical stability.
4) The Fusion Factor of DRPL and GSAM: Following the

design principle described in Section III-D, we adopt several
different kinds of common functions on γt. And the results are
shown in Table IX, the sine function is more suitable for gait
recognition and outperforms the other forms of fusion factor
by a huge margin. Therefore, we adopt the sine function as
the fusion factor in our framework.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel progressive learn-
ing network named Memory-augmented Progressive Learning
(GaitMPL) to tackle the hard sample issue in gait recog-
nition. GaitMPL is composed of two modules, i.e., Dy-
namic Reweighting Progressive Learning (DRPL) and Global
Structure-Aligned Memory bank (GSAM). DRPL aims at alle-
viating the inconsistency of the learning objective between the
easy samples and the hard samples by easy-to-hard progressive
learning. And GSAM introduces the memory mechanism to
augment the progressive learning process and uses a structure-
aligned strategy to maintain the reliability of features in the
memory bank. Experiments on two mainstream benchmarks
(CASIA-B and OU-MVLP) indicate the effectiveness and
generalizability of GaitMPL and its components. Besides, the
two components of GaitMPL can be integrated into most of
the existing methods to achieve promising performance gain
while introducing no extra costs in the inference phase.
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